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Abstract 
D.W. Hall proved that every simple 3-connected graph with a Ks-minor must have a 
K3.3-minor, the only exception being Ks itself. In this paper, we prove that every 3-connected 
binary matroid with an M(Ks)-minor must have an M(K3.3)- or M*(K3,3)-minor, the only ex- 
ceptions being M(K5), a highly symmetric 12-element matroid which we call T12, and any 
single-element contraction of T~2. 
1. Introduct ion 
Hall [1] proved that every simple 3-connected graph with a Ks-minor must have a 
K3, 3-minor, the only exception being/£5 itself. The significance of this result is that it 
points out that/£3, 3 is the main obstruction to planarity. Seymour [5, 7.5] noted that the 
above result also holds for regular matroids. In this paper Hall's result is generalized 
to binary matroids. We prove that every 3-connected binary matroid with an M(Ks)- 
minor must have an M(K3,3)- or M*(K3,3)-minor, the only exceptions being M(Ks), 
T12, and any single-element contraction of Tl2. A binary matrix representation for the 
matroid T12 is shown below: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
16 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 1 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 
The matroid TI2 is a 12-element, rank-6, self-dual matroid. It is non-regular since 
T12/4,6,8\1,9 is isomorphic to the Fano matroid F7. Observe that columns 7 to 12 
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Fig. 1. 
form a circulant matrix with three ones in each column. The automorphism group of TI2 
is transitive. Therefore, up to isomorphism, it has a unique single-element contraction 
denoted by Tlz/e and a unique single-element deletion denoted by T12\e. The matroid 
T12 has an interesting relationship to the Petersen graph. T12 has exactly fifteen 4- 
element circuits. The edges of  the Petersen graph can be labeled by these 4-circuits 
such that adjacent edges are labeled by 4-circuits which have exactly two common 
elements. See Fig. 1. I f  we focus on some i E {1,2 .. . .  ,12}, we see that i occurs as 
part of  the label of  exactly five edges. Moreover, these five edges form a cycle in the 
Petersen graph. Thus we can think of  the twelve elements of  T12 as labeling the twelve 
5-cycles of the Petersen graph in a specified manner. 
The matroid terminology in general follows Oxley [4]. A matroid N is a minor 
of a matroid M if N ~ M\X/Y for some disjoint subsets X and Y of  E(M). The 
cycle matroid of a graph G is denoted by M(G). The vector matroid of a matrix A 
is denoted by M(A). A matroid is binary if it can be represented by a matrix over 
GF(2). If A is an r x n matrix with column labels 1,2 . . . . .  n, and 2 is an r x 1 
column vector, then denote by A t3 2 the r x (n + 1) matrix A with the column 
2 affixed at the end. Label the columns of  A U £ as 1,2 . . . . .  n,x. The class of  bi- 
nary matroids with no minor isomorphic to the matroids M1,M2 ..... Mk is denoted by 
EX(MI,M2 . . . . .  Mk). An automorphism of a matroid M is a permutation tr of  E(M) 
such that r(X) = r(tr(X)) for all X C E(M). The set of automorphisms of M forms 
a group under composition. This automorphism group is transitive if, for every two 
elements x and y of  M, there is an automorphism that maps x to y. A matroid M is 
3-connected if it is connected and E(M) cannot be partitioned into subsets X and Y, 
each having at least two elements, such that r (X)+ r (Y ) -  r(M) = 1. Let J /  be a 
class of  matroids that is closed under minors and under isomorphisms. A member N 
of ~/  is called a splitter for J /  if no 3-connected member of  Jg  has a proper minor 
isomorphic to N. 
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2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
In this section, we state and prove the main result of the paper. Certain assertions 
in this proof require some case checking to verify them. The details of these case 
analyses may be found in the Appendix. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose M is a 3-connected binary matroid with an M(Ks)-minor. 
Then either M has an M(K3,3)- or M*(K3,3)-minor or M is isomorphic to M(Ks), 
T12, or Tl2/e. 
Lemma 2.2. The matroid T12 has no minor isomorphic to M(K3,3) or M*(K3,3). 
Proof. Since TI2 is self-dual, it is sufficient o show that it has no M(K3,3)-minor. 
Suppose if possible T12 has an M(K3,3)-minor. Then, since M(K3,3) has rank 5 and 9 
elements, T12\e,f/g TM M(K3,3) for some e, f ,  and g in E(T12). T12 has 15 circuits 
of size 4. Moreover, every element in T12 occurs in exactly 5 circuits of size 4, and 
every pair of elements is in at most 2 circuits of size 4. Since, for any matroid M, 
the circuits of M\e  are the circuits of M that do not contain e, the matroid T12\e,f 
has at most 15 - 10 + 2 = 7 circuits of size 4. Since T12 has no 5-circuits, T12\e,f/g 
has at most 7 circuits of size 4. This is a contradiction since M(K3,3) has 9 circuits 
of size 4. Hence T12 has no M(K3,3)-minor. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose M is a 3-connected binary matroid with an M(Ks)- 
minor. Then Seymour's Splitter Theorem [4, 11.2.1] implies that there is a chain 
Mo, Mi . . . . .  Mn of 3-connected matroids such that Mo ~- M(Ks), Mn = M, and, for 
all i E {0, 1 . . . . .  n -  1}, Mi+l is a single-element extension or coextension of Mi. If 
M ~ M(Ks) then we have nothing to prove. Therefore, assume that this does not occur. 
Then, Mo -~ M(Ks) and M1 is an extension or coextension of M(Ks). It is shown in the 
Appendix that M(Ks) has precisely one binary 3-connected single-element extension 
denoted by M(A), and M(A)\8,9 ~ M*(K3,3). Therefore, if M ~ M(A) then M has 
an M*(K3,3)-minor. Next, suppose that Ml is a coextension of M(Ks), that is, the dual 
of an extension of M*(Ks). It is shown in the Appendix that M*(Ks) has precisely 
five non-isomorphic binary 3-connected single-element extensions denoted by M(Bi) 
for i E {1,2,3,4,5}. Each ofM(B1)/1,2, M(B2)/1,2, and M(B3)/1,2 is isomorphic to 
M*(K3,3), and M(B4)/11\1 ~ M(K3,3). Note that adjoining any one of the following 
columns to the matrix representing M*(Ks) gives M(Bs): 
(101100) v, (101010) T, (011010) v, (010110) v, (000111) ~, 
(111110) w, (010101) T, (10001l) ~, (010011) T, (101111) v, (1) 
(110100) T, (001101) r.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that M(B5) is obtained by adjoin- 
ing column (001101) r to the matrix representing M*(K5). The linear transformation 
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: (Xl, x2, x3,x4, x5, x6) T i ) (x2, Xl, Xl q-x3 @x6, Xl -I-x3 --}-x4, x3, x5) T maps B5 to the 
matrix representing T12\12; hence M(Bs) ~- T12\e. Since T12 is self-dual, M*(Bs) TM 
T12/e. Lemma 2.2 implies that T12/e has no M(K3,3)- or M*(K3,3)-minor. Therefore 
341 ~- T12/e. Now M2 is an extension or coextension of T~2/e. The next two lemmas 
determine which extensions and coextensions of T12/e have M(K3,3)- or M*(K3,3)- 
minors. 
Lemma 2.4. Every binary 3-connected extension of T12/e has a minor isomorphic to 
M(K3,3) or M*(K3,3). 
Proof. The matroid T12/e has precisely four binary 3-connected single-element exten- 
sions denoted by M(C/) for i E {1,2,3,4}. Each of M(C~ )\6, 7, 9, M(C2)\6,7,9, and 
M(C3)\6, 7, 9 is isomorphic to M(K3, 3 ) and M(C4)\5, 11/9 ~ M* (/£3, 3 ). [] 
Lemma 2.5. The matroid T~2 is the only binary 3-connected single-element extension 
of T12\e with no minor isomorphic to M(K3,3) or M*(K3,3). 
Proof. The columns listed in (1) are the only columns we need consider adding to 
the matrix representing T12\e, namely Bs. It is shown in the Appendix that adjoining 
any one of the first five columns listed in (1) gives M(D1); adjoining any one of 
the next five columns gives M(D2); and adjoining (110100) T gives M(D3). Each of 
M(D1)/6\l,3 and M(D2)/6\l,3 is isomorphic to M(K3,3). Observe that the linear 
transformation c~induces an isomorphism from M(D3) to T12. Finally, Lemma 2.2 
implies that Tl2 has no M(K3,3)- or M*(K3,3)-minor. 
Since T~2 is self-dual, the previous lemma implies that T12 is the only binary 3- 
connected coextension of T12/e with no M(K3,3)- or M*(K3,3)-minor. The following 
corollary, which is a direct consequence of the previous lemma and the fact that T12 
is self-dual, completes the proof of the theorem. D 
Corollary 2.6. The matroid T12 is a splitter for the class of binary matroids with no 
minor isomorphic to M(K3,3) or M*(K3,3). 
Determining the structure of excluded-minor classes is an interesting and well worked 
problem. For example, EX(M*(K5 ), M*(K3, 3), F7, F~ ) is precisely the class of graphic 
matroids, and EX(M(Ks), M(K3,3), F7, F~) is the class of cographic matroids. There- 
fore it is natural to try to determine the class of binary matroids with no minors 
isomorphic to the Kuratowski graphs, namely, EX(M(Ks), M(K3,3)). This problem 
is unsolved. Kung [3] has determined bounds on the number of elements in simple 
rank-r members of EX(M(K3,3)) and EX(M(Ks)). However, the exact members of 
these classes are still unknown. In fact, the members of the following classes are also 
unknown: EX(M(Ks), M*(Ks)), EX(M(K3,3), M*(K3,3)), and EX(M(Ks), M*(Ks), 
M(K3,3),M*(K3,3)). The following corollary, which is a direct consequence of the 
previous theorem, notes that the last two classes are almost he same. 
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Corollary 2.7. The 3-connected binary matroids in EX(M(K3,3) , M*(K3,3) ) but not 
in EX(M(Ks), M*(Ks), M(K3,3), M*(K3,3)) are precisely M(Ks), M*(Ks), Tl2, T12/e, 
and T12\e. 
Append ix  
We now give the detailed case checking postponed from the previous section. 
Seymour [5] has determined the 3-connected binary single-element extensions of 
M(Ks) and M*(Ks). The matroids M(Ks) and M*(Ks) are represented by the matrices 
X and X *, respectively. 
1 . . .  4 6 7 8 9 10 
X* = 
1 . . .  6 
t6 
5 
1 0 0 1 0 lX~ 
) 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 ' 
0 0 1 0 1 l 
7 8 9 10 
1 1 0 0"~ 
/ 
0 1 1 0 
0 0 1 1 
1 1 l 0 " 
0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
Let A = X t3 (1001)T. Then up to isomorphism M(A) is the only binary 3-connected 
single-element extension of M(Ks). Assume that the column £ = (xl,x2,x3,x4,xs,x6) ~ 
is adjoined to the matrix X* to obtain a 3-connected binary matroid. For convenience 
we will drop the transpose. There are 53 choices for 2. If £ E {(101000),(100100), 
(010100), (010010), (001010), (100001), (001001), (000101), (110101), (0000ll), 
(0110ll) ,(100111),(010111),(001111),( l l l l l l )}, then M(X*U Y) TM M(B1). If 
£ ~ {(Ill000),(011100), (ll0010),(100110),(001110), (110001),(101001), (011001), 
(111101),(111011)}, then M(X* LJ2) ~ M(B2). If £ = (111001) then M(X* U£) 
M(B3). If Y E {(l l0000),(011000),(001100),(l l l l00),(100010),(l l l010),(000110), 
(110110), (101110), (011110), (010001), (101101), (011101),(110011),(101011)}, then
M(X* C)£) '~ M(B4). If 2 E {(ll0100),(101100),(101010),(011010),(010ll0), 
(111110),(010101),(001101),(100011),(010011),(000111),(101111)}, then M(X*tJ 
2) ~ M(Bs). In particular, let B1 ----- X* t J (001001) r, B2 = X* U (101001) r, B3 = 
X'U(111001) v, B4 = X'U(110000) r, and B5 = X'U(001101) v. It can be checked that 
M(Bi) for i ~ { 1,2, 3,4, 5} are nonisomorphic. To verify that columns in each class give 
rise to isomorphic extensions of M*(Ks) observe that each of the following linear trans- 
formations on X* induces an automorphism on M*(Ks): ~ : (xl, x2, x3 ,x4, xs, x6) v 
(X3, X2, Xl, X5, X4, X6) T, ]~: (Xl, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6) T H (Xl, X4-[-Xl, X3, X2 ~-Xl, X6-~- 
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Xl, X5-[-Xl) T, )) : (XI, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6) T ~ (XI, X5-[-X3, X3, X6-'}-X3, X2q-X3, X4"-[-X3) T, 
6 : (xl, x2, x3, x4, xs, x6) r H (x4 + x6, x3, x2, Xl + x6, xs, x6) T. Then, observe 
that ~(110100) T = (011010) T, fl(011010) T = (001101) T, 6(001101) T = (010101) T, 
~(010101) T = (010011) T, 7(010011) T = (010110) T, 6(010110) T --_ (101010) T, 
cz(101010) T = (101100) T, fl(101100) T = (101111) T, fl(111110) T = (101010) T, 
fl(000l 11)T = (010011)T, and ~¢(100011)T = (001101)T. Therefore, adjoining any one 
of these columns to X* gives a matroid isomorphic to M(Bs).  The other four cases 
can be done similarly. 
The matroids T12\e and T12/e 
1 . . .6  
/6 
shown below: 
y = 
7 8 
1 1 
0 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 1 
1 1 
are represented by the matrices Y and Y*, respectively, 
9 10 11 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 1 1 
1 0 1 ' 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 
1 . . .5  6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 
1 
Y*= Is 0 
0 
0 
0 0 1 0 1 \  
J 
1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 . 
0 1 0 1 1 
0 1 1 0 1 
Assume that the column J? = (Xl,X2,X3,X4,X5) T is adjoined to the matrix Y* to obtain 
a 3-connected binary matroid. There are 20 choices for £. I f  £ E {(10100), (01010), 
(11010), (10011 ), (10111 )}, then M(Y* U£) --- M(C1 ). I f£E  {(11100), (00110), (10001), 
(00101), (01111 )}, then M(Y*U£)  ~ M(C2). I f£E  {(10010), (10110), (10101), (01011), 
(11011)}, then M(Y*  U£)  --- M(C3). I f  £ E {(11110),(01001),(11001),(01101), 
(00011)}, then M(Y*  U £) ~ M(C4). In particular, C1 = Y* U (11010) T, C2 = 
Y* U (11100) T, C3 = Y* U (10101) T, and C4 = Y* U (00011) T. The matroids M(C~) 
for i E {1,2,3,4} are non-isomorphic. Observe that each of the following linear trans- 
formations on Y* induces an automorphism on T12/e: ct : (xl, x2, x3, x4, xs) T 
(x3 + x4, x2 + x4, Xl + x4, x4, x5 + x4) x and fl : (Xl, x2, x3, x4, xs) T ~-~ (xl + 
x2, x2, x3, x4 +x3, x5 +x3) T. These automorphisms can be used to verify that columns 
in each class give rise to isomorphic extensions. 
Assume that the column £ = (Xl,X2,X3,X4,Xs,X6) T is adjoined to the matrix Y to 
obtain a 3-connected binary matroid. I f  £ E {(101100),(101010),(011010),(010110), 
(000111)}, then M(Y U£)  ~ M(D~). I f£  E {(111110),(010101),(100011),(010011), 
(101111)}, then M(Y U£)  ~ M(D2). I f  J? = (110100) then M(Y U£)  ~ M(D3). In 
particular, let D1 = Y U ( 1011 o0)X, D2 ---- Y U (111110)T, and D3 = Y U ( 110100)T. The 
matroids M(Di )  for i E { 1,2, 3} are nonisomorphic. Observe that each of the 
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linear transformations on Y induces an automorphism on T12\e: ~ : (xl,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6) T 
(xl, x6+xl+x3, x3, xs+xl+x3, x4+xl+x3, xz+xl+x3) T and fl : (xl, x2, x3, x4, xs, 
x6) v ~ (x6 + x4, x2 + xs, x3 + xs, x4 + xs, x5, xl + x4 + xs) T. Then, observe that 
7(101100) T = (101010) v, fl(101010) T = (010110) 7 , ~(010110) T = (000Il l )V, and 
fl(000111 )v = (011010)r. Finally, fl(100011 )7 = (1 l 1110)z, 7( 11 l 110)7 = ( 101111 )v, 
fl(101111)7 = (010011)T, and e(010011)v = (010101)v. 
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